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How to get into esports commentator

Esports is a growing area that offers a number of viable career options for people, though it may not yet be known to everyone. There is still a misconception held by some that playing video games is a waste of time rather than constructive or valuable to a person's development or career. But esports actually presents
job seekers with real opportunities. Esports is set to generate almost $500m in global revenues in 2016, and there are more companies being involved in this space than ever before. This means there are more jobs becoming available, both for new and for those already experiencing within the industry. What kind of jobs
are there? There are many different roles within esports — some more practical than others — and more unenviable companies are opening eSports divisions or adding roles that work within the space. Here's a selection of some of the better-known eSports talent. Click here to visit our careers center and see more
details about each one. Professional PlayerShoutcaster/hostCoach/analystJournalist/content creatorPR/Marketing ManagerSales/PartnershipsManages Partner Manager/Judge/Organization ManagerManage/Social MediaRunnation/Production ManagerCoach ManagerCool manager in other positions (statistician, lawyer,
financial, support, etc.) Other gaming careers (developers, publishers, distribution, etc.) How can I or my children start a career in eSports? There are several ways to get your foot in the door. First, the good news is that there are more jobs in eSports than ever before, which means it's easier than getting involved - and
getting paid for it. The bad news is it usually takes a lot of hard work and dedication, and it can be pretty competitive, so you want to make sure it's something you're passionate about. Here are five ways to start a career in eSports. 1. Work experience is a good starting point. Reach teams, organizations, tournament
providers, broadcasters and other companies that sponsor or engage in eSports in some way. Try contacting a senior person or someone you want to work with in particular. The bigger the company, the more likely you are to be able to book work experience, but going for a smaller organization has advantages,
especially if you're looking for a more practical role. Getting an expensive work experience location involves a degree of luck, so try to contact reputable companies and friendly people who will take the time to give you insight into the world of esports and help you develop your skills. Try securing a location in the field you
want, but if it's never safe, we suggest completing two or three locations in different areas to help you decide what you want to do. If you're on work experience and you don't get many tasks, why not ask questions, show enthusiasm and come up with suggestions like What can you do? Making a good impression can go
a long way, you never know what contacts the employer will have or what doors can open in the future after a good work experience location. 2. Find a niche. Being an all-rounder has its advantages, but focusing on one area and specialty in it can go a long way. Read about the different work roles described above and
try to identify an area where you want to be involved. If you have excellent communication, writing and social media skills, for example, you can hone in on journalism, public relations and marketing. Maybe look into each area to do some work experience to help decide what you want to get into. You may be an expert in
Counter-Strike and feel confident in your casting or analytics skills, or you might like Call of Duty and want to work for an organization specifically within this game, for example. Same as what you're interested in and walk away. 3. Be a volunteer. There are a number of companies that are often on the lookout for paid and
non-paid volunteer jobs. A good example is Multiplay, the British tournament provider that hosts its insomnia festivals throughout the year. You can volunteer as an event procedure, help with running tournaments, sit at reception, offer technical support, help the show run smoothly and assist visitors. Reach out to the
likes of ESL and Gfinity to see if they have positions available. Benefits of volunteering include gaining valuable experience, getting involved with an event for free and having something to add to your CV. Prospective employers are unlikely to be impressed if you've volunteered or completed work experience places and
have a glowing overview from who you volunteered with. 4. Just make it a great way to learn, hone your skills and improve is to just start doing what you want to get paid to do. Don't let your dreams, being dreams, just do it, once said a wise man (or maybe it was Sia LaBeuf). If you want to be a professional player, put in
the workout and try to join a local team to start with. If you want to be a journalist, start a blog, write regularly and promote your content on social media. If you want to be Cast, get cast! A number of impressive uk players began in the National University eSports League and built their careers from there. Consider studying
a degree, being an apprentice, or taking another education course to specialize in a particular field, such as marketing or business studies. Taking the initiative will get you new contacts, open doors, improve your skills and impress potential employers. 5. Stay on your guard only you know what you want to do and built
some experience, sign up for online job alerts, follow the kind of companies you want to work for and check vacancies. Some esports work sites include:HitmarkerJobs at EsportsGlassdoorIndeed It's a simple good idea Be on the lookout for jobs. Try to get into a routine and check once a day or once a week. It can be
difficult to stay motivated at this point, but if you keep working on it and talking to people, jobs will come. Internship is also a good option, but be clear with the length of time you are available for work and salary expectations before applying. Salaries can vary greatly depending on the job. Check out the specific job roles
described above for specific details about each, including potential payroll information.6. Follow the education track with more and more eSports jobs that are scapping up around the world, educational institutions are catching on. There are many North American colleges already offering scholarships to esports, more uk
colleges and universities are incorporating esports into their courses or offering independent esports courses. It is worth noting that this is a growing and largely unproven area at the moment, many of these courses are new and you obviously need to take into account the cost of participation. You can see a list of some
UK colleges and universities offering esports courses here:Education esports: Which colleges and universities offer courses? Some, but not all Esports screamers have a degree in media or drama. Most importantly, you have to be someone who can think on their feet, loves to entertain and has an understanding and
passion for the sport.  As a professional, you will keep the crowd of Esport games up to date and engaged by providing a running commentary throughout the game. Big game knowledge and charisma will help you build a good reputation and a loyal follower on your chosen platform for example YouTube or Twitch. Most
Shoutcasters create their own content to build valuable work experience. Working in the gaming industry is highly competitive and you'll need to make sure your portfolio (a collection of your best work) or CV stands out to employers and course leaders. As Esports Shoutcaster, your body of work needs to showcase your
style and personality. You should include your best work that demonstrates your ability to be symgatic, insightful and entertaining. For more general ideas about developing your portfolio, see our Top Tips page. Never mind in 2015, it's vital that you understand the process of creating the game. You can head to our build
game section for the first steps; Join Jam Regular Game to build your skills &amp; network; Or start modding other games to gain experience.  Where are you on your gaming trip? Try to build your first game hereGCSE or level 2 options: drama, media studies, computer science, creative digital media Start building a
game portfolio with your first game hereThe discovery of free beginner art and animation tools hereA-level or level 3 options: BTEC diploma expanded in creative digital media production, theater studies, English, Science Start building a gaming portfolio here Start building a game portfolio hereStart an advanced or
advanced animation and art tool hereSplay links to training or mentoring here While many may aspire to be cash prize-winning fast-track gaming stars, there is an alternative way to risk eSports without divine acting abilities. Donald Trump becoming the first president to be destined twice after deadly Shoutcasting riots (or
farnations) is an area often overlooked of esports which has become a viable career path full of incredible benefits and opportunities. But how do you become one? Is there a video game in training academy notes? Can I just yell things into a microphone? We spoke to famous shouters Callum 'Shogun' Kiir and F Word'
Adeboye about the best ways to get into the industry, ahead of next season's Gfinity Elite series. 1. It helps to be quite adept at a video game of choice while not essential to become a caster, both Callum and Femi were given platforms by making well-known Rocket League players Street Fighter IV, respectively, which
allowed them to enter the field. It certainly helps when it comes to your public opinion, says Callum. Because a lot of people look at you and walk away, this guy doesn't know what he's talking about. If you come from being a professional, everyone's just going to assume that what you're saying is true which helps an
absolute tone. We see a lot of professional players, especially in CS:GO, they're actually ex-players - so as long as that player has a personality to start with, it's not too hard to mold them into decent players who can be used on air. 2. But don't limit yourself to just one game while you may be inclined to devote your
attention to one title, Femi suggests branching into multiples to give yourself more scope. If you have time, of course. If you're younger than me or working part-time, don't limit yourself to one game, says Femi. By all means learn every game and if you're going to be a commentator for those games, learn them well. If you
have time to do it. There are so many opportunities at the moment, eSports is thriving. Even cross genre if you can – we have one guy who is a big fan of fighting games, he is also a big fan of Rocket League and is trying to expand into it as well. Why not? Have your expertise but delve into different areas, that's where
you're going to be megastar in espports. 3. If you are gaming skills are not so hot, build following through other means along with being a former professional player, Callum has now gained following from streaming games on And uploading videos regularly to YouTube. However, he says a problem of starting this path as
a commentator is that many people don't know how to get themselves known, which is critical to building your chances. They spend a lot of time making things that aren't necessarily useful to understand your name. If you don't blow your trumpet and don't let the right people know you're a talent, you're pretty much
wasting your time, Callum says. You have twitch streams where you can contact anyone running a tournament. Gfinity make a weekly tournament you can get involved in, by helping to appeal them. Or ask to get a replay folder of several top players, cast it and upload it to YouTube. There are a lot of creative ways to get
involved in a scene. If you can't get showreel by casting top tournaments. Make your own! You have no reason why you can't fix something. 4. Knowledge of the game means nothing without personality while knowledge of the game is basic, you will not find success in the comments circle without buckets of personality to
motivate your enthusiasm. You can't teach likaness and charisma, says Femi. I like to think I have these things, but there are some people out there who have them more plentiful than I do. You can't really teach these things. There's nothing worse than an empty, boring person for commentary that explains the game to
you. It's never that interesting even if the person knows what he's talking about. The next challenge is, just be yourself. Don't be too technical, have fun with it. Callum agrees on those skills and adds: a good voice for it, a good personality for it, and knowledge of the game. If you have those three things nailed down,
you're good to go. 5. In the comment, there is no time to dwell on both Rocket League and Street Fighter are playing at an incredibly fast pace where a fraction of a second can turn the tide of a game, so it's important to know what's worth mentioning and what's not on your broadcast. Callum says: It's very hard to keep
up with the Rockets league sometimes. That's where knowledge comes in here, you need to know what's dangerous and what's not. There are a lot of new people in the game who will think it's all exciting, you have to yell at everything now, but you look at it and go, 'Actually it's not really going to happen'. You'd only
know that if you saw this situation a couple hundred times. Regarding fighting games, Femi says you have to decide quickly what to talk about: if it's not super important or very valuable to viewers, don't dwell on it. So many things happen in a round that I just have to let go, and they're amazing things, but the time it's
going to take to For the audience to figure it out, it's already gone. The momentum is gone. You just have to emphasize the basics almost. If you get too technical, you're suddenly missing amazing things happening and you never explain enough in time. It's so important to choose what you emphasize and when,
otherwise you just wouldn't be able to keep up and lose value for what you're saying. 6. There is a backup plan as it is still a career emerging and both Callum and Femi have alternative sources of income besides shoutcasting, ranging from being an online personality to careers in sales, which come highly recommended
to maintain an industry financial safety net. With family to support, Femi is particularly disapproved of letting his alternative career slip and, if I can surpass my skills over multiple titles, I can easily do [seamstress] full-time. But for me, my career is very rewarding. I work in corporate sales at a very high level, so replicating
it in notes and fighting games will be difficult even if I do multiple titles. I might be able to get to a place where I make a good amount of money, but it won't be close to what I'm earning right now in my career, and being a family man is hard. Callum also sprinkled himself on platforms to keep himself floating, adding: I
currently pack myself in as an entertainer personality, which means that while I get paid for casting, I also do YouTube and Twitch and everything else so you don't limit yourself in terms of what you can do. Like everything in business, you need a backup plan. 7. Sounds like hard work? You forget the glorious perks of
globe-trot, closed glory, and learn about behind-the-scenes secrets of gaming companies? Casting is a decent shout. Obviously travelling around the world is amazing, says Femi. I like the fact that I can be quite influential on things that are relevant to the arena. There's a lot of respect for me as an actor as well as a
commentator, it's very humbling. Very humiliating. When you're a personality in eSports, you can still go to the shops and nobody knows who you are. But when you walk into an environment where there are plenty of people from the same background, and people go to you and ask for pictures, it's so humiliating. So I
feel really lucky that it happened just in case. I'm exposed to the coolest things, adds Femi. I'm at Capcom's headquarters every other week seeing things developed and hearing rumors I'm not allowed to talk about. I like being in this position. It's so cool, something you've admired from the age of eight years, to suddenly
be at their headquarters on a monthly basis and get the inside track on what's coming. Could catch Femi and Callum in the second season of the elite series Gfinity, which begins on Twitch and BBC Three on Friday 6 October. Send gamecentral@ukmetro.co.uk, leave a comment below, and follow us on Twitter. Twitter.
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